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INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS & GROUP INSTRUCTION TO EMPOWER & INSPIRE YOU!

SPRING 2010 EVENTS
MARCH
BEST YEAR EVER! LIFE COACHING
CIRCLE: Increase Your Energy & Time
To help you succeed with your
goals, give yourself a boost by
removing the energy drainers, and
utilizing some time savers, in your
life. This month we will identify
things that are draining your energy,
create a top-ten list, and then tackle
the items on your list. We will also identify proven
ways to make use of your available time, and even
to create time when there doesn't appear to be any.
Tuesdays, March 9 & 23, 7-8:30pm.
$35 (includes 2 sessions).
Joanne Franchina, facilitator.
Space very limited; advance registration required.
Contact Joanne to register.

EXPLORING PAST LIVES: READINGS,
REGRESSIONS & DREAMS
Are you aware that circumstances in your present
life may be related to an experience in a past life?
That you can gain healing and enrich your present
life with a better understanding of past life events?
That you can achieve this understanding and recall
your past lives through regressions, dreamwork,
and readings?
Join Jaccolin Franchina, Rose Vanden Eynden, and
Joanne Franchina—ordained Spiritualist ministers

and certified clairvoyant mediums with a wealth of
experience among them in exploring past lives—
in this highly interactive workshop. You'll learn a
variety of ways to explore events from your past,
some of which may be deep within your
subconscious:
 Experience a group regression session during
which you'll explore several past lives.
 Learn how you can discover additional details
about your past lives using your dreamtime.
 Learn how to receive past life information for
yourself and others using tarot and other oracle
cards, as well as your own psychic and mediumistic skills (no prior experience necessary, but
please bring a deck of tarot or oracle cards if
you have one).
Saturday, March 27, 9:30am - 4:30pm.
(includes a break for lunch).
$85; early registrations (by March 20) $75.
Jaccolin Franchina, Rose Vanden Eynden & Joanne
Franchina, instructors.

APRIL
BEST YEAR EVER! LIFE COACHING
CIRCLE: De-Clutter Your Environment
Make room for the things you want in your life by
getting rid of the things you no longer need. We
will discuss the key principles behind how your
energy affects, and is affected by, your living and
working spaces. And we will cover practical
considerations of clearing clutter, including: the
clutter test; how to get started; what to do when
you are busy or stressed; and letting go of your
"stuff.”
Tuesdays, April 13 & 27 (2 sessions), 7-8:30pm.
$35 (includes 2 sessions).
Joanne Franchina, facilitator.
Space very limited; advance registration required.
Contact Joanne to register.

WHAT'S YOUR RAY? AN INTRODUCTION
TO THE SEVEN RAYS
A study of the Seven Rays offers a rich understanding of universal energy and vibration. In this fascinating class, you will explore the seven rays, learn
their specific attributes and effects, experience their
energies, and discover which rays are closest to
your own personal energy at this time in your life.
Sunday, April 18, 1-3:30pm.
$30; early registrations (by April 11) $25.
Joanne Franchina, instructor.

SPECIAL EVENT: A WEEKEND OF
WORKSHOPS with Sharon Anne Klingler
Sharon is an international author
and medium. Her books include
Intuition & Beyond, The Secrets of
Success with Sandra Taylor, Travel
Into Your Past Lives, Divine Connections, Life with Spirit, Drawing on Your
Intuition, and her acclaimed program,
Speaking to Spirit, a home-study seminar for intuitive
development and spirit communication. She has
been featured in many newspapers and magazines
and on major television and radio outlets in
Australia, Canada, England, and the U.S. Sharon
maintains a private practice in mediumship and
other metaphysical disciplines with high-profile
clients around the world. She lectures throughout

the U.S., Europe, Australia, Canada, and New
Zealand. www.sharonklingler.com.
Register for all three workshops by April 16 for
only $160, a savings of $20!

MESSAGES FROM BEYOND
Make the spirit connection! Let your guides and
loved ones in spirit bring you their insights through
Sharon’s dynamic clairvoyance and guided imagery
exercises. You will feel the presence of spirit as
Sharon shares their messages for many audience
members. She will also lead you through exciting
processes that help you to connect with your spirit
loved ones and guides yourself.
Friday, April 23, 7-9pm.
$25; Early registrations (by April 16) $20.
Sharon Anne Klingler, guest instructor

INITIATION & THE ASCENDED
MASTERS: Revelations in Power
This workshop is more than a peek into the mystical
powers and histories that lay hidden from the
average person; it is a precise training in their
application and use. The Seven Rays are the fuel
that drives each activity. Learn how to apply these
powerful forces to your own initiation. This
workshop covers:
The Seven Rays & the Ascended Masters
 Synchronicity of ray power in occupational,
spiritual & personal directives.
 Balancing polarized ray forces & utilizing
energy phases.
 Learning from the mystic Masters: ancient
exercises in energy, prophecy & healing.
Your Initiation & Discipleship
 Forces of initiation: a spiritual tsunami.
 Energy discernment: influence & confluence of
power.
 Levels of initiation: revelation into body, mind
& mystery.
 Advancement to power: Your work on the
higher & lower ground.
Saturday, April 24, 9:30am-4:30pm
(includes a break for lunch).
$95; Early registrations (by April 16) $90.
Sharon Anne Klingler, guest instructor.

YOUR PATH OF SERVICE: Your Past &
Future with the Masters
Learn about the past and future in your evolution.
Find out about the rites of initiation; discover your
past lives in the ancient mystery schools; and map
out where you’re headed next in your work with
the Masters. (For special processes, please bring
any gemstones or pieces of jewelry that may have
significance for you). This workshop includes:
Investigating Your Ancient Histories & Present
Powers
 Past-life regression to the secret societies.
 Freemason & mystical initiation practices.
 Living a mystic’s life in a modern world.
Your Future in the Plan
 Rites of initiation (and their physical & spiritual
influences).
 Triplicities of power in mystical & practical use.
 Daily techniques for increasing your magnitude
of power.
 Global initiation: your future work with the
Masters.
Sunday, April 25, 9:30am-1:30pm.
$60; Early registrations (by April 16) $55.
Sharon Anne Klingler, guest instructor.

MAY
MOVED BY SPIRIT: The Physiology of
Mediumship
Let the spirit move
you in an entirely
new way! Enhance
your mediumship
as you learn to harness your body's
most natural tendencies to express
thought—in this case, ideas brought through from
the spirit world. Based on the science of NeuroLinguistic Programming, which teaches that the
human body is wired in very specific ways, you
will learn several techniques to recognize and
interpret the language of the body, how to let spirit
incorporate "body talk" into your message work,
and practice these skills with each other in a variety
of ways. For intermediate level mediumship
students.

Saturday, May 8, 10am - 2pm
(includes a break for lunch).
$55; early registrations (by May 1) $50.
Jaccolin Franchina & Joanne Franchina, instructors.

BEST YEAR EVER! LIFE COACHING
CIRCLE: Invest in Your Financial Well-Being
To improve your financial situation, you have to do
the inner work of changing how you think and feel
about money, and then you have to do the outer
work of managing your money in practical ways.
First you'll build your awareness of your financial
situation by identifying areas of potential improvement in how you handle money now. You'll identify the limiting beliefs that are most affecting your
life and how to change those beliefs. You'll also
learn to develop new money skills step-by-step that
will secure your financial future.
Tuesdays, May 11 & 25 (2 sessions), 7-8:30pm.
$35 (includes 2 sessions).
Joanne Franchina, facilitator.
Space very limited; advance registration required.
Contact Joanne to register.

ONGOING
MEDITATION CIRCLE
In this ongoing circle, you'll experience powerful
group meditations and explore a variety of
metaphysical subjects, all geared to your personal
spiritual development.
First and Third Tuesdays of each month, 7-8:30pm.
Love offering.
Joanne Franchina, facilitator.
Pre-registration required: contact Joanne if interested in
participating.

MEDIUMSHIP DEVELOPMENT CIRCLE
Develop your intuitive and clairperceptive abilities
at your own pace, in a small-group setting that
fosters individual attention to hone your natural
talents and skills.
Every Thursday of each month, 7-8:30pm.
$12 per session, pay as you go; $40 for a month of
sessions (up to 4 sessions).
Joanne Franchina, facilitator.
Pre-registration required: contact Joanne if interested in
participating.

INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS & GROUP
EVENTS TO EMPOWER & INSPIRE YOU
Individual sessions are available by appointment
and can be conducted via telephone, or in person at
the Inner Compass office in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Group events can be conducted at the client's
location or at the Inner Compass office.

Groups are limited in size to ensure individual
attention, and coaching and development take
place on an ongoing basis. Some participants
prefer small group coaching because it is somewhat
informal, others because it is highly experiential,
and still others because it is very affordable. Yet
everyone agrees that this development format
facilitates substantial and meaningful progress.

INTUITIVE LIFE COACHING
The purpose of life coaching is to help the client to
produce fulfilling outcomes in their personal and
spiritual life. Coaching is typically goal-based and
proactive. Over a series of sessions, I help the client
to clarify their intentions, make appropriate choices,
and take effective actions, while I support the client
in enhancing their inherent skills, resources, and
creativity. My approach to life coaching is based on
universal principles of intention, attraction, and
action, and encompasses a holistic perspective. I
work with the client intuitively to create changes in
their energetic patterns on multiple levels—
physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually—
to help them manifest their desired outcomes.

READING PARTIES & MESSAGE CIRCLES
Reading parties and message circles are popular
with groups and those who are new to intuitive
mediumship readings. They are fun and affordable,
and allow one's friends and family members to
participate. They can take place at the home of a
host participant or at the Inner Compass office. A
Reading Party typically includes from four to eight
participants. I conduct a private reading for each
participant in turn, and the participants socialize
among themselves while it is someone else's turn.
A Message Circle typically includes from four to eight
participants. All of the participants sit in a circle
together, and I provide a message, or mini-reading,
for each participant in turn.

INTUITIVE MEDIUMSHIP READINGS
The purpose of a mediumship reading is to communicate to the client loving, healing, and guiding
messages from loved ones in spirit. I use my intuitive and clairvoyant mediumship abilities to
receive this spiritual communication, which is
always intended for the client's personal empowerment and inspiration. A reading may touch on more
than one area of the client's life, such as personal
growth, spiritual direction, relationships with
significant others, family situations, occupations, or
health, yet many readings tend to focus on a core
issue. Spirit loved ones are identified as their
energetic presences are sensed; these are often
relatives or friends who have passed into spirit, and
occasionally, spiritual guides who are working with
the individual's higher self.

GROUP COACHING & DEVELOPMENT
CIRCLES
Small group coaching and development circles are
available at Inner Compass in a variety of personal
development areas, such as meditation, mediumship, life coaching, creativity, and manifestation.

SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS & LECTURES
Inner Compass offers a variety of seminars, workshops, lectures, and special events. I am passionate
about teaching and I enjoy working with groups.
The courses that I have developed teach many of the
metaphysical concepts and practices that I apply in
individual sessions with clients, and in my own life.
General course topics of instruction include meditation; creativity and inspiration; life purpose; personal
and spiritual development; intuition and mediumship; and creative manifestation. Classes can be
customized to accommodate the special needs of
organizations, and are structured to help participants
retain the knowledge and skills that they learn so
that they can apply them successfully to their reallife situations. Inner Compass also offers courses
and events that feature guest instructors. I am
excited to bring these people to our community
because I find their teachings personally helpful.
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